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As a practitioner, I found myself saying many times last year “Why has everything become so complicated?” Each matter
requires thought, care and skill – and that is certainly the case for the specialist elder law practitioner. In crafting this year’s
programme, our team of elder law practitioners have considered the issues that challenge them – managing finances,
international tax issues, relationship property issues, family conflict and, of course, capacity. To assist each of us in building
our resources, the 2019 Elder Law Intensive provides considered papers with practical input from skilled legal practitioners
and also specialists from other disciplines. The operation of bank accounts by family and friends on behalf of an elderly
person has been an issue of great concern to many practitioners. Tina Mitchell from Banking Ombudsman Scheme will share her views and
consider best practice in conjunction with practitioner Fleur McDonald. It is a great honour to have this year’s conference opened by the
Minister for Seniors and to hear her kōrero on her vision for our elderly community in Aotearoa New Zealand.
Mary Joy Simpson – Chair

Mary Joy Simpson, Hesketh Henry, Auckland
Mary Joy leads Hesketh Henry’s Private Wealth Team. As a trust and estate planning specialist, she regularly guides older clients as they
consider how best to put in place arrangements for the future management and division of their personal assets and associated structures.
Mary Joy has previously presented for NZLS CLE on trust drafting, enduring powers of attorney and older client issues.

PRESENTERS
Hon Tracey Martin, Minister for Seniors,
Wellington
Tracey was first elected to Parliament as a New
Zealand First list MP based in Warkworth, in
2011. As well as Minister for Seniors, her portfolio
includes Minister for Children, Minister of Internal
Affairs, and Associate Minister of Education, all of
which she has held since October 2017.

Assoc Prof Angela Ballantyne (BSc, PhD),
University of Otago, Wellington
Dr Ballantyne lectures in Bioethics in the
Department of Primary Health Care & General
Practice. Her research interests include exploitation,
research ethics, vulnerability, the ethics of
pregnancy and reproductive technologies, and
secondary-use research with clinical data.

Terry Baucher, Baucher Consulting Ltd, Auckland
A member of STEP and the UK Chartered Institute
of Taxation, Terry is a tax specialist advising on tax
issues including matters such as Inheritance Tax
and Capital Gains Tax affecting clients migrating
to or from the UK. He is the co-author of Tax
and Fairness, May 2017. Terry is a member of the
Government’s Small Business Council.

Peter Chemis, Buddle Findlay, Wellington
Peter specialises in employment law, industrial
relations and related areas, and leads Buddle
Findlay’s national employment team. He regularly
appears in the Employment Relations Authority,
the Employment Court and the Court of Appeal.

Sandra Grant, Barrister, Auckland

Mere King, Buddle Findlay, Auckland

Sandra is a senior commercial and civil litigator
with significant experience across many aspects
of the law. She appears regularly in all of the higher
courts and her practice covers a broad spectrum of
commercial and civil disputes.

Mere is a member of Buddle Findlay’s national
employment law team – a team known for their
commercial approach. In the last 10 years she has
focused her practice on employment law and has
gained recognition for her skills in this field.

Prof Jo Manning, Faculty of Law, University of
Auckland, Auckland

Fleur McDonald, Pier Law, Christchurch

Prof Manning teaches and has published widely
on issues of: health law, policy, and ethics; torts,
including negligence; and accident compensation,
particularly treatment injury and medical
misadventure. Prior to her academic appointment,
she worked as a prosecuting lawyer.

Tina Mitchell, Banking Ombudsman Scheme,
Wellington
Tina has been Deputy Banking Ombudsman since
2017 and leads the scheme’s prevention strategy.
She has over 20 years’ experience leading legal,
policy and complaints services. Tina has a BA/LLB
(Hons) from Canterbury University.

Fleur leads the Elder Law team at Pier Law.
She deals with all areas of property, asset
protection, estate planning, retirement villages,
residential care, EPAs and wills with a particular
specialty in helping seniors and their families find
peace of mind legal solutions.

Jared Ormsby, Wynn Williams, Christchurch
Jared practises in the areas of trust and
commercial litigation and has advised the Minister
of Justice on the Trust Reference Group. He is a
member of STEP and is a contributing author to
Brookers Equity and Trusts in New Zealand.

Dr Colin Peebles, Canterbury DHB, Christchurch

Maria Young, Cavell Leitch, Christchurch

Colin is a Consultation-Liaison and Old Age
Psychiatrist, and Co-Clinical Director of the CDHB
Older Persons Mental Health Service. He recently
helped write guidelines for capacity assessment to
assist General Practitioners in the region.

Maria leads the trusts and estates team at Cavell
Leitch and is a member of STEP. She has a wide
experience in trusts, wills, estates and elder law
issues and frequently deals with issues of clients’
mental capacity. She has presented papers for
NZLS CLE and Legalwise.

PROGRAMME
8.45-8.50
8.50-9.10
Presenter

9.10-10.40

WELCOME | Chair: Mary Joy Simpson
OPENING ADDRESS
Hon Tracey Martin, Minister for Seniors

CAPACITY – GIVING INSTRUCTIONS
TO A MEDICAL PRACTITIONER

Instructing a medical practitioner for a capacity test on your
client shouldn’t be a matter of just completing a form letter.
The quality and detail of the instruction will lead to a more
relevant capacity test and a better and understandable
report from the medical practitioner.
This practical session will look at instructing letters for
different situations, what is involved in capacity tests, and
understanding the reports.
The presenters will also discuss who this information should
be released to.
Presenters

Dr Colin Peebles and Maria Young

10.40-11.00

MORNING TEA

11.00-11.45

THE RIGHT TO DIE?

Can we/should we choose how and when we die? This
session will examine this issue.
Presenters

11.45-12.30

Assoc Prof Angela Ballantyne (Wgtn) and
Prof Jo Manning (Auck)

TAXATION AND OFF-SHORE
BENEFICIAIRES

Living overseas and being a beneficiary of a New Zealand
trust or estate sounds ideal – we, and many of our children,
have done this and had this situation happen.
These days, the reach of global tax authorities is great and
the tax implications, depending on where the benficiary
resides, or has resided, can be onerous and complicated not
only for the beneficiaries but for the trustees, executors, and
lawyers.
Terry will make sense of this for you by examining these
issues and giving advice on the right course of action
in the different jurisdictions.
Presenter

Terry Baucher

12.30-1.15

LUNCH

1.15-2.00

2.00-2.45

BEST PRACTICE FOR THE LAWYER
IN FAMILY CONFLICT

“But, every time I saw her until she moved in with you, she
promised me she would leave me her house in Queenstown.
Once she moved in with you she told me you were trying to
force her to change her will. This will is a joke …” And, as the
lawyer, you’re stuck in the middle of a feuding family – the
joys of the job. How do you resolve these situations and what
are the issues arising for lawyers?
In this session, Jared will give you some practical pointers
to manoeuvre such situations based on the various
circumstances lawyers can find themselves in.
Presenter

Jared Ormsby

2.45-2.55

AFTERNOON TEA

2.55-3.40

EMPLOYMENT ISSUES FOR THE
OVER 55s

The rules are the same, but certain employment issues are
more prevalent and pressing for the over 55s. They often
have to deal with covert age discrimination by being
side-lined or made redundant. Many work part time, and
they are more likely to have health issues affecting their
work.
In this session these issues will be examined and discussed
from both the perspective of employee and employer.
Presenters

3.40-4.25

Peter Chemis (Wgtn) and Mere King (Auck)

BANKING, THE ELDERLY AND EPAs

As practitioners, we undertand what Enduring Powers of
Attorney are designed to do but, do the banks? Increasingly,
our clients need to work with banks in their role as Attorney
but, what happens when the banks are averse to accepting
an EPA and the advice they are giving borders on fraud?
Fleur and Tina will discuss some of the issues Attorneys
face and offer insight on risks the banks are balancing, and
possible solutions.
Presenters

4.25-4.30

Fleur McDonald and Tina Mitchell

WRAP UP – CHAIR

2nd RELATIONSHIPS

Many New Zealanders form second or third relationships later
in life, often without much thought to the implications of
joining two households. Sandra will walk you through these
issues, including:
•
•
•

PRA – the new rules around the house
Implications for residential care subsidies
Options for property ownership/occupation.

Presenter

Sandra Grant

LEARNING
OBJECTIVE

In this intensive you will be:
• Updated on recent developments and
best practice in elder law.
• Able to apply this knowledge in your
practice.

WHO
SHOULD
ATTEND

Property lawyers, family lawyers and
general practitioners. Other professionals
who work with the elderly may also be
interested.
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